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Open Staircase Type “Timber”

 This attractive modern staircase has both 

wooden treads and wooden supports 

adding natural style and warmth to any 

interior. 

 Available in both L and U shaped 

configurations. 

 The staircase is easy to configure and its 

flexible design suits most space 

requirements. 

 20 different L-shaped configurations can 

be built from the standard kit and more 

than 50 different layouts are possible with 

the U-shaped kit. 

 The "Timber" staircase can be built either 

left or right handed. 

 Suitable for floor to floor heights from 2225 

to 2950mm (for floor to floor heights 

greater than 2595mm please also see 

table below). 

 Available in 3 widths: 750mm, 850mm and 

950mm. 

 Total width includes one side railing. 

 The staircase has silver grey steel vertical 

spindles (or wire balustrades - see optional 

accessories) 

 The 40mm beech treads and modular 

handrail have either a natural beech or 

walnut varnish. 

 The modular balustrade system will suit all 

staircase layouts. 

 A complete easy to follow installation DVD 

is provided. 

 Riser bars are recommended when young 

children may be using the staircase. 

 Please call or email for design and/or 

configuration assistance. 
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Rises and Treads 

 The standard staircase fits a floor-to-

floor total height of 2225-2950mm 

with 12/13 rises and 11/12 treads. 

 The rise can be adjusted between 

185-210mm. For a rise of 210-

230mm the bar and riser accessory 

kit is required. 

 The first rise is always 190mm.  

 The going can also be adjusted: 

o Stair width 750mm : 200-230mm 

o Stair width 850/950mm : 230-

250mm 

 

 
Total Height 

 

No. of 
Rises 

No. of 
Treads 

 

2225-2720mm 
 

12 11 -1 

2410-2950mm 
 

13 12 Standard 

2595-3180mm 
 

14 13 +1 tread 

2780-3410mm 
 

15 14 +2 treads 

2965-3640mm 
 

16 15 +3 treads 

 


